Preface
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The goal of my research project was to
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their work. I inte
faculty and surveyed much literature and tried to come up with a way of speaking about the
shared imagination that guided their work. The goal was to
listen to people who were acting their way into a new way
of thinking. The goal was to learn how thought and action
overlapped, or how those working at the concrete practice of
peace and justice engaged and incarnated peace and justice
in settings of conflict and violence. What emerged we called
the justpeace ethic.1
1. Sawatsky, “JustPeace Ethic.”
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As I began to deepen my understanding and practice of
peace and restorative justice, I often came back to those guiding virtues—to analyze a conflict, to design a peacebuilding
project, to evaluate restorative-justice literature, to teach the
heart of peacebuilding and restorative justice to undergraduate students. I realized the justpeace ethic that had emerged
through the interview project had connections and ramifications well beyond the narrow context from which it first
arose. The second manifestation of the project was to expand
the project from a narrow interview project of like-minded
peac and justice
people, namely Christian (Mennonite) peace
nd focus, namely,
n
workers, to a more general audience and
the
th
h the help of a grant from
restorative justice movement. With
ended the sixt
sixth International
Menno Simons College, I attended
ustice, where I presented the paConference on Restorative JJustice,
here Means
Mea and Ends Converge.”2
per “Restorative Values: Where
This was an attempt to show how th
the practices and theories of
restorative justicee could be both understood and challenged
from the perspective
spective of the guiding virtues. That paper was
well received.
University put the paper on their
ved.
d. Simon
mon Fraser
Fras
Fr
most-popular-essays
Web site.3
ar-essays W
I started hea
h
hearing from a diverse collection of people
on how helpful the paper was to them: the Thames Valley
Police in the United Kingdom, a traditional elder from a First
Nations group in Canada, a Chilean domestic-abuse recovery
program, a high school alternative-justice measures program.
And Howard Zehr kept urging me to find some way to share
this framework more broadly. I knew I needed to take the
project a step further.
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2. Sawatsky, “Restorative Values.”
3. Online: http://www.sfu.ca/cfrj/popular.html.
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This third manifestation is in your hands. In this short
book I try to bring together the past versions with a fresh
approach and focus. This book is written as a guide to moral
thinking and acting as it relates to peace- and justice building. The taking-off point is still the virtues that guide the
work of justice building and peacebuilding, but by now my
understanding of these virtues has been further shaped by the
people I have shared my life with. These include people of
many different faith or spiritual traditions. I am a Christian
peacebuilder deeply influenced by my Mennonite roots. This
een to learn
l
particular orientation has led me to be keen
how God
h traditions.
raditions. My
M work and
has moved in and through other faith
plore
lore some of these
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connectrad
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rt book I try to highlight how a justpeace
In this short
grassro
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grassroots practitioners, connects with
ection of scholars
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sch
a broad section
and practitioners, and draws on
th tradit
traditio
various faith
traditions. My hope is that it creates a fruitful
wh people from diverse traditions can hold
meeting spacee where
on to their particularity while drawing on common aspects
of a shared imagination of just peacebuilding. Such a space
might open up paths for more fruitful peacebuilding.
Included in this book are ten sections of questions related to ten virtues of justpeace building. For each section,
I list a number of questions arising out of the virtue. These
questions are an attempt to let the light of this virtue shine on
various aspects of our imagination and work. Each section
asks questions about eliciting vision, about design issues of
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peace and justice initiatives, about intervention issues, and
about evaluation issues. Practitioners or scholars of peace and
restorative justice can use these questions as they try to embody justpeace within a particular location. Church groups
and other communities can also use these questions as they
reflect on the resources within their communities that might
lead to justpeace.
As a Mennonite Christian, I try to draw out some of the
aspects of my traditions that come into focus as one looks
through the lens of justpeace ethics. I try to point toward
hare some
sso
ways that other faith traditions also share
of these
eople
ple from th
teachings, but it is, of course, up to people
those tradihicc presented here
he is indeed
tions to decide if the justpeace ethic
p
shared territory that could act as a meeting place
for people
from diverse backgrounds.
riends, ccolleagues,
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and teachers
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niversity Center for Justice and
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at Eastern Mennonite
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ho were the first
fir
fi to be interviewed for this
Peacebuilding, who
cially Hizkias
Hizkias A
project, especially
Assefa, Ron Kraybill, John Paul
Akum Longchari,
Longch
Long
Lederach, Akum
Lisa Schirch, Nancy Sider, and
h
hr.
Howard Zehr.
ed
d to thank my colleagues and students at
I also need
Canadian Mennonite University who have given me the
time, space, and feedback necessary to bring this work to this
point.
This book was written and researched over many years
and in at least four countries. There are too many people to
thank who offered assistance—whether insight from their
practice, a pleasant place to write, or wonderful conversation
and coffee. I warmly acknowledge those unnamed friends.
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I want to acknowledge Albert Labun, who has carefully
and insightfully edited a number of versions of this book. I
also thank all the people at Cascade Books, who worked hard
behind the scenes to bring you this book.
Finally to my church community, Grain of Wheat, and
my family, especially Rhona and my two girls, I want to thank
you for accompanying me and shaping me on this journey
toward justpeace.
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